
30th May 2021 
 

Trinity 
 

“And the Catholic Faith is this:  
That we worship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity;  

Neither confounding the Persons: nor dividing the Substance.” 
The Book of Common Prayer, At Morning Prayer, ‘Athanasian Creed’ 

 

Sometimes you read words in a language you understand, see they’re in 

proper sentences with verbs, and nouns, and punctuation, and know the 

spelling is accurate … but you have no idea what they mean. The sentence 

above from the 1662 Book of Common Prayer is like that for me.  

This is Trinity Sunday, the day in the Christian Year which marks the 

Triune God, the Three in One, the Trinity – God the Father, God the Son 

and God The Holy Spirit. The Catholic, or universal, nature of the Christian 

Faith is trinitarian. I get that. I subscribe to that. I’ve preached on that.  I’ve 

prayed with that. I’ve blessed with that. But, in truth, I have less and less 

idea what it means, and more and more conviction that it doesn’t matter. 

 During this lockdown and stimulated by the discipline of preparing 

these daily thoughts, I’ve been doing a lot of reflecting on my faith. 

Sometimes I’ve had to work out what God means in my life. Jesus gets 

thought about too. And The Spirit crops up regularly. But so do many 

other things – self-worth, community, justice, nature, wonder, prayer, love. 

They all have a “spiritual” dimension, so they are part of my daily 

exploration of meaning, purpose, fulfilment, direction, faith, worth and 

value. To limit my faith, therefore, to a three-fold structure is no longer 

enough. To focus on the Trinity alone simply isn’t sufficient anymore.  

 So, on this Trinity Sunday, I’m pleased to announce that I’ve stopped 

worrying about it. If the Trinity points me in the direction of deepening my 

spiritual life and my commitment to compassion and justice, so be it, 

provided it enhances, and doesn’t get in the way of, everything else.  

 The Book of Ecclesiastes tells us that: 
 

A threefold cord is not quickly broken. 
 

I know that, and on Trinity Sunday too. But I’ve come to realise that a cord 

of faith that has even more strands turns out to be even stronger for me.  
 

A prayer for today 

Reveal yourself to me, blessed God, in ways that deepen my spiritual life. 

Open my eyes to your ways, your truth, and your life, today and every day. Amen 
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